Enhanced crystal stability in a binary mixture of charged colloidal spheres.
We report on the phase behavior of a binary charged sphere mixture of size ratio Gamma=0.68 and charge ratio Lambda approximately 1 as a function of composition p and number density n . For p=0.1-0.3 we observe freezing at densities well below the freezing densities of the pure components. At all compositions our data indicate the formation of substitutional alloy crystals of body centered cubic structure. No indications for compound formation were observed. Rather, our findings point at the first observation of an upper azeotrope. Measurements of the crystallization kinetics reveal a combined density and composition dependence of growth velocities and nucleation rate densities, with small but significant anomalies at p*=0.2 . These correlated deviations can be rationalized within classical theories of solidification and suggest an increased similarity between melt and solid for this particular composition.